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ABSTRACT

Non-contact vital-sign estimation allows the monitoring of physiological parameters (such as heart rate, res-
piratory rate, and peripheral oxygen saturation) without contact electrodes or sensors. Our recent work has
demonstrated that a convolutional neural network (CNN) can be used to detect the presence of a patient and
segment the patient’s skin area for vital-sign estimation, thus enabling the automatic continuous monitoring of
vital signs in a hospital environment.

In a study approved by the local Research Ethical Committee, we made video recordings of pre-term infants
nursed in a Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU) at the John Radcliffe Hospital in Oxford, UK. We extended the
CNN model to detect the head, torso and diaper of the infants. We extracted multiple photoplethysmographic
imaging (PPGi) signals from each body part, analysed their signal quality, and compared them with the PPGi
signal derived from the entire skin area. Our results demonstrated the benefits of estimating heart rate combined
from multiple regions of interest using data fusion. In the test dataset, we achieved a mean absolute error of 2.4
beats per minute for 80% (31.1 hours) from a total recording time of 38.5 hours for which both reference heart
rate and video data were valid.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Vital signs such as heart rate, respiratory rate and peripheral oxygen saturation (SpO2) are essential parameters
for assessing the well-being of patients in the hospital. Recent studies have demonstrated that these vital signs
can be continuously monitored using a video camera under ambient lighting in clinical environments.1–6 This
paper focuses on the continuous heart rate monitoring of pre-term infants in the clinic in which heart rate
estimates are derived automatically without human supervision.

In a Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU), pre-term infants are monitored by complex medical equipment
depending on their unique needs. They are unstable and have fluctuating vital signs.7 Conventional vital
sign monitoring technologies such as pulse oximetry or electrocardiography (ECG) require the attachment of
adhesive electrodes or transducers to the skin surface of the patient. The skin of infants is fragile and very
sensitive, especially for those born before 27 weeks of gestation. The bond between the attached sensor and the
dermis is stronger than that between the dermis and epidermis,2 it may damage the skin and increase the risk
of developing infections. In addition, the movement of the infant may cause epidermal stripping.8 Non-contact
vital sign monitoring could reduce these patient discomforts as well as reduce physical restrictions on cabling
and measurement sites. The system could be used for patients in both hospital and home environments.

Recent work described in [9] presented a convolutional neural network (CNN) model that can be used to
detect the presence of a patient and segment the patient’s skin regions for vital sign estimation, thus enabling
the continuous monitoring of vital signs to be performed automatically in a challenging hospital environment.
This paper begins with the introduction of a clinical study and the description of the data used for heart rate
estimation. Subsequently, this paper describes the extension of the previous CNN model to perform the detection
of the body parts that are essential for the estimation of vital signs such as the head, torso and additionally the
diaper area of the infant. This paper then describes the algorithms used for estimating heart rate and presents



the comparison of heart rate estimates from different body parts with the baseline heart rate computed from
the entire patient’s skin. This work finally suggests that the combination of heart rate estimates from all body
parts and the entire skin yields the lowest estimation error and the highest proportion of estimated time.

2. CLINICAL STUDY

2.1 Description of the study

This paper used the data from the Neonatal High-Dependency Unit (Neonatal HDU) study which involves the
continuous monitoring of 30 pre-term infants using both conventional monitoring and video recording. The study
was carried out in the high-dependency area in the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU) at the John Radcliffe
Hospital in Oxford, UK. The pre-term infants were recorded under regular ambient light during daytime for
up to four consecutive days. The study was approved by the Medical Research Ethics Committee under the
reference number 13/SC/0597 (MONITOR Study).

Pre-term infants, born before 37 weeks of gestation, are often admitted into the NICU immediately after
birth since they are not fully developed and tend to have medical conditions that require specialist care.10

Constant nursing and medical supervision are provided to the infants until they are strong enough and ready to
be discharged.7 Since pre-term infants are unstable, they provide a wide spectrum of vital sign values7 which
benefits the development and validation of non-contact vital sign estimation algorithms.

Fig. 1 shows the equipment setup for a typical recording session in the Neonatal HDU study. A modification
was made to the incubator’s canopy by drilling a small hole at the top to allow a video camera to film inside the
incubator without an obstruction from the plastic layer of the incubator’s canopy. The modified incubator was
subjected to a two-week humidity and temperature test period by the hospital’s clinical engineering department
to verify that the modifications made to the incubator were safe and did not present any risk to the patients.

The video recordings were acquired using a 3-CCD JAI AT-200CL digital video camera (JAI A/S, Denmark).
The video camera employs three Sony ICX274AL Charge-Coupled Device (CCD) 1/1.8” image sensors (Sony,
Japan) to measure the light intensity of three colour channels red, green and blue separately. Our custom
software, which was developed specifically for real-time video recording, acquired 24-bit lossless colour images
(8-bit per colour) at a resolution of 1620✂1236 pixels and a sampling rate of 20 frames per second. No constraints
were imposed on the infant’s posture, position and orientation.

Reference vital signs (heart rate, respiratory rate and SpO2) were monitored using a standard Philips In-
telliVue MX800 patient monitor (Philips, Netherlands). The Philips monitor was equipped with modules for
recording ECG and Impedance Pneumography (IP) signals and a Massimo LNCS Neo SpO2 adhesive sensor
(Massimo, California, USA) for recording a PPG signal and SpO2. The following vital signs were recorded at 1

(a) (b)

Figure 1. A typical data acquisition setup in the Neonatal HDU study. (a) The video camera was positioned over a
specifically-drilled hole at the top of the study incubator (red circle). (b) An image obtained from a typical recording
session. The filming included the whole infant body. An X-RITE BST-13 colour checker chart (X-RITE, Michigan, USA)
was placed inside the incubator during recording for colour correction.



Hz: heart rate from ECG, heart rate from PPG, respiratory rate from IP, and SpO2. The following waveforms
were recorded: 1-lead ECG signal (at 250 Hz), bipolar IP signal (at 62.5 Hz) and PPG signal (at 125 Hz).

The recruitment of study participants imposed no restrictions regarding infant weight, ethnic groups and
skin tones. A total of 90 recording sessions from 30 pre-term infants were made. The recordings were carried
out from February 2014 to May 2015. One major objective of the clinical study was not to affect regular patient
care. A more detail description of the study can be found in [4].

2.2 Selection of recording sessions for heart rate estimation

The study protocol requires the algorithms to be developed, trained and validated on half the study participants
only, with the other half to be used for testing and evaluating the performance of the algorithms. In compliance
with the protocol, the pre-term infants were divided into two sets of 15 participants each: the training and the
test set. The date, time and duration of the video recordings together with patient demographics (ethnicity,
gestational age and weight) in both groups were chosen to be balanced.

Since the data of the Neonatal HDU study were stored in a lossless uncompressed format in an encrypted
storage cluster, a typical 1-hour video recording produced over 408 GB of data. This presents challenges to

Table 1. Summary of participant demographics for the chosen 20 recording sessions

Training set Test set

Total number of subjects 10 10
Total number of recording sessions 10 10
Average recording time (hh:mm) 05:46 05:20
Gestational age1,2 (weeks) 30.3 ♣✟1.7q 30.7 ♣✟1.5q
Weight1,3 (grams) 1, 077.7 ♣✟256.0q 1, 290.0 ♣✟237.4q
Gender (number of participants)

Male 4 6
Female 6 4

Ethnicity (number of participants)
White 7 7
Black 1 0
Mixed ✁ White and Asian 1 2
Mixed ✁ Any Other Mixed 1 1

1 Values shown as Mean (✟SD), 2 On the day of recording, 3 At the beginning of recruitment
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Figure 2. Recording time for each recording session in (a) the training set and (b) the test set.



the developing and testing of new algorithms. This paper, therefore, involved the heart rate estimation of 20
recording sessions, each from a different subject. The first 10 sessions were chosen from the training set, whereas
the other 10 sessions were selected from the test set.

The selection was performed according to the following criteria: (1) training and test sets with similar patient
demographics (gender, ethnicity, weight and gestational age); (2) no day-time interruption in the recording of
video and reference data; (3) patient not under phototherapy treatment during the video recording; (4) video in
focus and no colour over-saturation throughout the recording session; and (5) if more than one recording from a
subject met all the previous criteria, the longest recording session was chosen.

Tab. 1 summarises the demographics of the chosen participants. Fig. 2 shows the total recording times for
each of the chosen sessions in the training and test sets. The recording times were spread throughout the day.

3. BODY PART DETECTION

The estimation of heart rate from a specific part of the body requires an algorithm that can automatically locate
the specific body part in a sequence of images. The CNN model presented in [9] is capable of identifying the
presence of a patient and segmenting the patient’s skin regions. This work extends the CNN model by adding a
body part detection capability for locating the patient’s head, torso and diaper. We first discuss our approach for
annotating body parts for training the algorithm, followed by a description of our proposed multi-task network
and training procedures.

3.1 Body part annotation

The annotation of body parts (head, torso and diaper) was performed on the same set of images as in [9]. The
images were taken every 6 minutes or 10 images per hour from each recording in the training set (15 infants);
so there was a total of 2,269 images for annotation. Three human annotators were asked to manually label the
body parts in order to ensure that high-quality ground truth data were obtained.

For each session, the annotator was required to label each body part in the first image by providing a tight
rectangular bounding box with respect to the alignment of the body as shown in Fig. 3. The annotated bounding
boxes were retained for the next image such that the annotator could move and modify each bounding box to
match the body part in the next image. The annotator was asked to annotate only the body parts that he or
she could see, e.g. the diaper hidden inside a blanket was not annotated.

The annotation was performed using the VGG Image Annotator (VIA)11 software tool which was extended to
allow the rotation of the bounding box. The information saved for each bounding box was the (x, y) coordinates
of the top-left and bottom-right corners and the rotation angle of the bounding box.

(a) (b)

Figure 3. Body part annotation (a) head, torso and diaper labelled from three anotators. Each bounding box is rotated
with respect to the alignment of the body. (b) The consensus of the three annotators. The asterisk symbol ✝ denotes the
upper part of the bounding box. The black circles were added to preserve the privacy of the patient.



Once the annotation was finished, bounding boxes from three annotators were combined to compute the
ground truth. The bounding boxes were first rotated to be aligned with the horizontal axis of the image frame.
The final x-y coordinates were defined as the top-left and bottom-right corners of the rectangular region that
at least two annotators agreed. Then, a pairwise agreement between each annotator pairs was calculated by
finding the ratio of the intersection to the union between the bounding boxes of each pair of annotators. The
final rotation angle was defined as the mean rotation angle of the pair that had the highest agreement score.

The annotation process generated 1,890 hand instances, 1,974 torso instances and 1,651 diaper instances. An
inter-annotator agreement was calculated using the ratio of the intersection of the bounding boxes provided by at
least two annotators to the union of the bounding boxes provided by all annotators. The mean inter-annotator
agreements were 94.8% for the head class, 91.6% for the torso class and 87.1% for the diaper class.

3.2 Network architecture

The CNN model presented in [9] consists of a VGG16 shared core network12 and two branches for patient
detection and skin segmentation. The patient detection branch was implemented using global average pooling.13

The skin segmentation branch was implemented using a fully convolutional network14 to perform a hierarchical
upsampling of feature maps across the shared core network for segmenting skin regions. This work added a body
part detection branch to the CNN model for localising body parts (head, torso and diaper) in the image.

The body part detection branch was implemented using the Faster R-CNN network15 which consists of two
modules: a region proposal network (RPN) module that proposes potential regions; and an object detection
module that locates an object in the proposed regions and classifies them into object classes (see Fig. 4). The
implementation followed that of [15]. The RPN module was composed of a 3 ✂ 3 convolutional layer followed

Figure 4. Our proposed CNN model consists of a VGG16 shared core network12 and three branches for patient detection,
skin segmentation and body part detection respectively. This unified network can simultaneously perform all video analysis
pre-processing steps required prior to the estimation of vital signs.



by two 1 ✂ 1 convolutional layers for the classification of the proposal regions (object or not object) and the
regression of proposal region coordinates (four x-y coordinates) respectively. The RPN module was slid over the
last convolutional layer of the conv5 group in the shared core network to generate region proposals. The object
detection module, which receives the proposed regions from the RPN module, consists of two fully-connected
layers with 4,096 outputs, similar to the fc6 and fc7 layers in the VGG16 network,12 followed by two fully-
connected layers for the classification of each proposed region into an object class (background, head, torso or
diaper) and the regression of per-class bounding-box offsets (5 outputs per class ✁ four x-y coordinate offsets
and a rotation angle) respectively. The bounding-box offsets specify a translation and rotation with respect to
the proposed region. More detail on the implementation of the Faster R-CNN network is given in [15,16].

The body part detection branch normally returns a large number of overlapping bounding boxes. A non-
maximum suppression technique was applied to remove repeated detections by selecting a bounding box with
the highest score while skipping the bounding boxes overlapped with the selected one by at least 50%.

It is important to note that, in addition to the original Faster R-CNN network, this work included the rotation
offset parameter which could prevent the overlapping of the bounding box to other body parts if the infant was
not positioned in vertical or horizontal directions (see Fig. 1b in which the subject is positioned at 60✆). The
use of the axis-aligned bounding box (no rotation offset parameter) could result in the estimation of heart rate
from the torso to also include a large part of the face.

The proposed extensions use the shared convolutional feature maps in the network, thus the body part detec-
tion task was performed at a small additional run-time cost. Our proposed unified network can simultaneously
perform all video analysis steps required prior to the estimation of vital signs.

3.3 Network training

All new layers were initialised using a Gaussian distribution with zero mean, except for the first two fully-
connected layers of the object detection module which were initialised using weights from the VGG16 network.12

In the body part detection branch, the classification layers were equipped with log loss and the regression layers
are equipped with smooth L1 loss.16 Since our proposed network was extended from [9], the network was re-
trained jointly for all patient detection, skin segmentation and body part detection tasks. Only the images that
have all three annotations were used for training and validation. All the images and their ground truths were
resized to 512 ✂ 512 pixels. Their aspect ratio was maintained with black spaces at the top and bottom of the
image. The mean of each colour channel computed over all the images was subtracted from every image frame.

The following data augmentation techniques were applied to the images randomly while training with the
aim to reduce overfitting and improve the network’s generalisation: horizontal and vertical flipping, rotation by
a random value between -180✆ and 180✆, zooming by a random scale between 0.75 and 1.25, scaling the lightness
component in the HSL (Hue, Saturation, Lightness) colour space by a random scale between 0.50 and 1.50 and
scaling the saturation component in the HSL colour space by a random scale between 0.50 and 1.50.

The network was implemented on the MatConvNet framework.17 The training was performed end-to-end
using a standard Stochastic Gradient Descent (SGD) with a mini-batch size of one image, similar to [15]. The
learning rates were scheduled to start at 0.0001 and reduced by a factor of 10 for every 50k mini-batches. The
training used a momentum of 0.9 and a weight decay of 0.005.

3.4 Evaluation protocol

The same evaluation protocol as in [9] was used. The images were separated into two independent sets, D1 and
D2 such that one set had 7 infants and the other set had 8 infants. The assignment to each set was based on the
balance of gender, gestational age, ethnic group, and the number of images. A model was first trained on the D1

set and validated on the D2 set. Subsequently, another model was trained on the D2 set and validated on the
D1 set. Eventually, validation results from both models were combined to produce a predictive performance.

The predictive performance is reported using a Precision-Recall (PR) curve for each body part. A bound-
ing box is regarded as positive if its overlap score is more than 0.50, where the score is defined as the intersection
divided by the union of a detected bounding box and a ground-truth bounding box. Precision is the fraction of
the correct detections to all detections. Recall is the proportion of correct detections to all ground truths. The
area under the PR curve, called Average Precision (AP), provides a metric to describe the detection performance.



Figure 5. Extraction of raw PPGi signals from the entire skin, head and torso. (a) Video frames are overlayed with
segmented skin area and detected body parts. 30-second time series signals extracted from the mean of the green channel
for (b) the entire segmented skin area, (c) the segmented skin area inside the head bounding box and (d) the the segmented
skin area inside the torso bounding box respectively. The heart rate during this period was 158 beats/min.

4. HEART RATE ESTIMATION

4.1 Reference data

In the Neonatal HDU study, two heart rate measurements were provided by the patient monitor: the first
computed from the ECG and the second computed from the PPG recorded using a pulse oximeter attached to
the patient’s foot. Similarly to [5], a reference heart rate was computed as the mean of the ECG and PPG
heart rates during periods for which the two values do not differ by more than 5 beats/min (the maximum error
allowed for medical devices according to the ANSI/AAMI EC13:2002 standard).

4.2 Extraction of PPGi signals

In the Neonatal HDU study, pre-term infants were nursed naked in front of the video camera. Typically, around
15✁20% of a given video frame corresponds to skin pixels (see Fig. 1b). In the case that heart rate was estimated
from the entire skin area, a raw PPGi signal was calculated by spatially averaging all pixels in the entire skin
area from the green colour channel for each frame (see Fig. 5b). The green colour channel typically contains
the strongest plethysmographic signal.18 In the case of estimating heart rate from the head or torso, the raw
PPGi signal was extracted from the skin area inside a detected bounding box for each frame in the video (see
Fig. 5c✁d). The raw PPGi signal was computed on a per-frame basis from raw uncompressed video data stored
at the original resolution of 1620✂ 1236 pixels and a frame rate of 20 frames per second.

Since the raw PPGi signal contains pulsatile components correlated with the cardiac frequency as well as
motion artefacts and often other sources of noise, the signal was first detrended in order to remove any DC offset
and then filtered using a cascade of a 40th-order low-pass Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filter with a cut-off
frequency of 4.5 Hz (270 beats/min) and a 60th-order high-pass FIR filter with a cut-off frequency of 1.5 Hz (90
beats/min). The filters attenuate the frequency components outside the physiological range of interest. Once
the signal is filtered, peak and onset detection19 was carried out to identify peaks and onsets corresponding to
cardiac cycles in the PPGi signal.

4.3 Signal quality assessment

The assessment of the quality of the PPGi signal is of high importance as data corruption by subject movement
and changes in the lighting conditions present considerable challenges during video analysis. The signal quality
assessment in this work was extended from the previous work presented in [5].

Firstly, an activity index was computed on a per-frame basis based on changes in the centroid of the segmented
skin in the case of estimating heart rate from the entire skin or changes in the centroid of the detected bounding



Figure 6. Signal quality assessment for a 60-second PPGi signal extracted from the torso during which the patient was
awake. (a) Filtered PPGi signal with the peaks and onsets of each beat detected. (b) Signal Quality Index (SQI), noisy
beats are flagged as invalid (SQIbeat = 0).

boxes in the case of estimating heart rate from the head or torso. The beats occurring during time periods of
high motion, judged as the centroid shifted more than 1 cm (measured using the ruler as part of the colour
chart), were flagged as invalid.

Bayesian change point detection20 was carried out on the raw PPGi signal to identify step changes, often
caused by motion artefacts or changes in the lighting conditions (overhead light turned on or off; window blinds
opened or closed; or clinical staff walking pass by the incubator). Given a time series data x of length N is
from two piece-wise constant inputs with Gaussian noise added, the probability of a step change at location m

is defined as in equation Eq. 1.5,20 The beats occurring during a step change were flagged as invalid.
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Finally, a beat-by-beat quality assessment was performed over a 15-second running window with a step size of
5 seconds. For each window, the beats were flagged as invalid if they were outside a physiological range between 90
and 270 beats/min, the amplitude of the beats were outside the range of the mean plus three standard deviations
of the window or the signal was clipped. A template was computed as the mean of all valid beats in the 15-second
window. A multi-scale Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) algorithm was employed to measure the similarity of
each valid beat in the window by calculating the minimum distance between each beat to the window template.
The multi-scale DTW algorithm can cope with nonlinear and non-stationary changes in the beat morphology
occurring due to changes in heart rate or cardiac output.5,21 The signal quality index SQIbeat was defined as

SQIbeat♣kq ✏ 1✁
DTW ♣kq

100
(2)

where DTW ♣kq is the minimum distance between the kth beat and the window template. Since the calculation
of the SQI was performed using a running window, the highest SQI value was taken when the windows overlap.
Fig. 6 shows an example of signal quality assessment for a 60-second PPGi signal from the torso.

4.4 Estimation of heart rate

Heart rate estimation was performed using autoregressive modelling by extending the technique presented in [3].
The autoregressive model has the benefit of having no frequency resolution limitations on short time-series data
compared to the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT).

Heart rate was estimated using a window length of 8 seconds with a step size of 1 second. There were 160
samples or approximately 18 cardiac cycles for each time window. An autoregressive model was fit to the time-
series data such that the coefficients of the model are estimated. The number of coefficients used to describe the



model is called the model order. The choice of model order is a compromise between a high model order, which
can provide a better approximation of the signal but can also overfit to the noise in the signal; and a low model
order, which may not be sufficient to represent the signal.3,5 Although many techniques were presented for the
selection of the model order, there is no definite method that can guarantee an optimal model order.

In this work, the time-series data were fitted to a set of autoregressive models ranging from 4th to 12th model
order computed using the Burg method.22 The best model was the model for which the difference between the
frequency of the dominant pole and the highest peak of the frequency response in the frequency band of 1.5
to 4.5 Hz is less than 1 beat/min. If more than one model falls in this criterion, the model with the highest
amplitude of the dominant pole was chosen. If no model falls in this criterion, heart rate for that time window
was not estimated. Heart rate was estimated by finding the highest peak of the frequency response from the
best model. The SQI of the heart rate SQIhr was defined as

SQIhr ✏
1

N

N➳
k✏1

SQIbeat♣kq (3)

where k ✏ 1, 2, ..., N is the list of beats in the corresponding time window.

Once heart rate was computed, a Kalman filter was applied to the heart rate estimates to track and adjust
the heart rate based on their signal quality and reduce the effects of transient changes, noise and artefacts.5,23

In the case of the fusion of multiple heart rate estimates, the overall heart rate estimate of each time window
HRfusion was combined by weighting each Kalman-filtered heart rate estimate HRk as:5,23
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where k ✏ 1, 2, 3 corresponds to the list of heart rate estimates from the head, torso and entire skin respectively.
Given the SQI of heart rate SQIhr and Kalman residual error r, the weighted innovation σ2 is defined as23
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✂
r

SQIhr

✡2

. (5)

This procedure weights the heart rate estimates from cleaner data (high SQIhr and low r) higher than noisy
data (low SQIhr and high r).23

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 7. Body part detection (a) Precision-recall curves reporting detection performance on three categories: head, torso
and diaper. (b✁c) Examples of body part detection on typical video frames taken from videos that were not part of the
training data. The CNN model was able to predict the coordinates and rotation of each body part correctly.



5. RESULTS

5.1 Body part detection results

Fig. 7a shows the precision-recall (PR) curves describing the performance of the body part detection task. Each
PR curve denotes different body parts (head, torso and diaper). The average precisions (AP) obtained for the
head, torso and diaper classes are 98.2, 96.6 and 75.2 respectively. Fig. 7b-c shows examples of the results of
the body part detection algorithm.

5.2 Heart rate estimation results

Fig. 8 shows continuous heart rate estimates for a 1-hour segment during a quiet period. The training set was
used to compute the estimation parameters such as filter coefficients and the appropriate thresholds for signal
quality assessment, while the test set used these parameters to assess the performance of the algorithm. The
comparison was performed on the valid data which were defined as the periods during which the reference heart
rate was available and the infant was present. The valid data were available for 50.7 hours (87.7%) of the total
time of 57.8 hours for the training set and 38.5 hours (66.6%) of the total time of 53.5 hours for the test set.

Tab. 2 summarises the heart rate estimation results for all chosen sessions in both training and test sets.
The mean absolute errors (MAE) and mean absolute deviations (MAD) of the heart rate computed by taking
the entire skin regions (baseline) were lower than the errors of that computed by taking only the head or torso
as a region of interest. The heart rate derived from the data fusion of the head and torso regions yielded similar
results to the heart rate derived from the entire skin. By combining the heart rate estimates from all regions
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Figure 8. Heart rate estimates, shown in red, combined from the head, torso and entire skin for a 60-minute segment
during which the infant was quietly sleeping. The reference heart rate is shown in blue. The SQI threshold of 0.80 defines
the boundary between good-quality and poor-quality heart rate estimates.

Table 2. Summary of heart rate estimation results for both training and test sets

Region of interest Training set Test set

MAE✿ MAD✿ Estimated time❀ MAE✿ MAD✿ Estimated time❀

Entire skin (baseline) 2.8 4.5 30.4 h, 60.0 % 2.2 3.3 27.4 h, 71.1 %
Head 3.8 5.7 25.4 h, 50.2 % 3.3 4.4 22.7 h, 58.7 %
Torso 3.2 4.7 19.9 h, 39.4 % 2.8 4.3 17.2 h, 44.5%
Combined head and torso 3.1 5.0 33.0 h, 65.2 % 2.8 4.3 27.0 h, 70.1%
Combined skin, head and torso 3.0 5.1 37.9 h, 75.0 % 2.4 4.1 31.1 h, 80.6%
✿ Heart rate in beats/min
❀ Percentage of valid data during which the reference data were available and the infant was present.



of interests (the entire skin, head and torso), the errors were reduced and the proportion of estimated time are
improved by approximately 10% compared to the baseline.

6. DISCUSSION

6.1 Body part detection

Our proposed network can estimate the location and orientation of the head and torso with high accuracy even
under low ambient lighting. However, the network had some difficulties in detecting the diaper when it was
mostly covered by a blanket. Even though the location of the diaper does not contain cardiac information for
the estimation of heart rate, it can be used to derive the motion of the lower torso which could be used as a clue
for the estimation of respiratory rate.

6.2 Network training and run-time evaluation

The network converged after 150k mini-batches and the training took approximately 36 hours on a Nvidia GTX
Titan 6GB GPU. The network was able to process 512 ✂ 512 video frames at a rate of 3.5 frames per second
(including a non-maxima suppression process in the body part detection task). There is room for improvements
towards real-time performance; for example, changing the shared core network to a model with fewer parameters
and switching the object detection branch to an architecture that does not require a proposal generation.

6.3 Comparison to other clinical studies

The errors obtained from the estimation of 20 recording sessions are comparible to those presented in the initial
analysis of the first two pre-term infants in 20144 (MAE of 2.8 beats/minute for 80% of the time). For an adult
population, Villarroel et al.5 reported the results of non-contact vital sign estimation for over 370 hours for
patients undergoing haemodialysis treatment, the MAE between the reference heart rate and camera-derived
heart rate was 2.8 beats/minute for 65% of the time. These errors were similar to those obtained in this study
of pre-term infants. Compared to adults, neonates generally have a higher range of heart rate, depending on age
and clinical condition. Episodes of short-term fluctuations can be found even during sleeping (see Fig. 8).

6.4 Continuous heart rate estimation

In a hospital environment, it is beneficial to monitor the status of the patient in a continuous manner. Even
though the non-contact monitoring of heart rate can be challenging in the clinic due to the active nature of the
infants, heart rate can be estimated with a reasonable accuracy during quiet and stable periods (see Fig. 8).
Fig. 9 shows the histogram of the periods for which heart rate cannot be estimated. The gap durations are
mostly concentrated below 30 seconds. The interruption of heart rate estimates for several seconds would not
be considered a major problem in a practical clinical environment.24

Figure 9. Gaps in camera-derived heart rate estimates for all 20 infants, most of them are under 30 seconds.



Figure 10. Typical activities of the patient and clinical staff can contribute to errors in estimating vital signs. (a) Video
frames corresponding to the time in the timeline plot below. (b) The timeline of patient activities (manually annotated)
over a 60-minute segment for a typical recording session. (c) Absolute difference between the reference and camera heart
rate estimates. Almost all the large errors are associated with periods of patient movement. (d) Comparison of reference
heart rate and camera-derived heart rate. (e) Heart rate SQIs.

6.5 Patient activities

Fig. 10 shows heart rate estimates for a 60-minute sample period with patient movement and clinical interventions
annotated. During periods of patient motion, heart rate estimates become unreliable with low signal quality, the
absolute error between the reference values and the camera-derived heart rate estimates increase substantially.
Computer vision techniques could be used to identify and classify patient motion patterns and improve the
assessment of signal quality.

7. CONCLUSION

We presented the comparison of heart rate estimates from different regions of interest (entire skin, head and
torso) as well as heart rate estimates combined from multiple regions of interest. Our results showed that the
heart rate estimates combined from all regions of interest achieved the lowest MAE of 2.4 beats/min for over
80% of the time. The estimation errors mostly occurred during short time periods of patient motion, typically
under 30 seconds.

Future work includes the improvement to the CNN model to reduce the running time, the incorporation of
computer vision techniques to improve the assessment of signal quality, and the use of Gaussian process regression
to predict heart rate estimates during short-time periods where the data were incomplete.
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